“Is Your Software Safe?” a Panel Presentation
Thursday, February 24 3:15 – 4:00pm
Jeff Stronk - Moderator

Panelists: Amir Bagheri (Magic Touch); Paolo Kalaw (Evident);
Damian Otway (Labtrac); Andy Stark (Easy Rx/Jenmar)
Cal-Lab surveyed the membership and the four most popular laboratory software vendors were invited to participate in a panel discussion to specifically address how their company addresses cyber security. Bring your questions and get answers from the experts representing each of these
companies.
Amir Bagheri is the chief information officer for Magic Touch Software International (MTSI). After graduating with a Bachelor’s of
Science in Information and Computer Science, he began his career as a Database Administrator for the largest hospital and medical
group in San Diego, followed by working in the IS department for one of the largest dental manufacturing labs in the country located
in Newport Beach. Bagheri joined the family business, Magic Touch Software International in 2007. He actively manages the growing MTSI team, oversees the customer support department and database development.
Paolo Kalaw is a Canadian entrepreneur focused on healthcare technology. He is the CEO of Evident, a digital dental company that
equips the world’s best dentists and labs with the digital tools they need to grow their business. In just 4 years, Paolo grew the company to become one of the leading digital platforms for dentistry with over 600 labs and 110,000 dental practices worldwide. In any
one year, the Evident platform
Damian Otway has nearly 30 years experience in software development working for several leading I.T. firms. He has been developing software for the Dental Laboratory industry for over 20 years and within that time has helped shape most of the innovative
features that you will see on the market today such as cloud integrations, doctor portals, technician productivity tools and dynamic
scheduling software.

Andy Stark is the Chief Technology Officer at Jenmar. Andy has worked in the dental lab industry for 20 years, all at Jenmar, and is
dedicated to developing the best software to help dental labs. A U.S. Navy veteran, he earned a bachelor's degree in economics
and political science and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Florida.

